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Discover your ability to motivate and encourage people while evolving into  
a dynamic facilitator of learning! Improve your delivery while transforming  
the learning experience into an engaging and meaningful event that truly 
changes behavior using LCE’s proprietary 3A Learning® process. Life 
Cycle Institute’s interactive and customizable two and a half day Train-the-
Trainer class will give you the skills you need to accelerate participation, 
comprehension and retention. By analyzing and applying the latest in adult 
learning theories, you will learn how to:

• Deliver a participant-centered learning experience
• Manage the classroom while creating a positive learning climate 
• Lead content driven activities
•	 Demonstrate	a	bias	for	flip	charts	versus	PowerPoint
• Engage participants with powerful energizers, openers and closers
•	 Deal	with	difficult	participants

You Will Leave With:
• A toolkit to implement 3A Learning and facilitate a dynamic learning event  
 that changes behavior to produce results
• The talent to manage a classroom while using a number of new skills   
 and tools
•	 Confidence	in	your	ability	to	engage	a	class	with	a	participant-centered	 
 learning experience 
• A comprehensive and active training manual
• 2.1 CEUs

What Our Students Are Saying:
“This was a fantastic class! I learned a lot about myself and others and best 
ways to facilitate learning in an active way. I think we all learned new, easy ways 
to implement measurable success!”                    
            - Deloitte Consultant
“I really enjoyed the course and will put it to use in preparing upcoming training 
sessions.  I have a lot of rethinking to do.” 
    - Jennifer Gossen - Avaya Government Solutions

Who Should Attend:
Subject Matter Experts (SME) who want to become facilitators of learning; 
instructors or trainers interested in delivering a participant-centered learning 
experiences; novice facilitators and team leaders responsible for producing 
results with people whether in the classroom, during presentations or in 
meetings. 

Train-the-Trainer Course

Life Cycle Institute:
Life Cycle Institute is a recognized and respected leader in 
Learning, Leadership and Change Management solutions. Be 
prepared to be an active learner. When you invest in training 
with the Life Cycle Institute, you will gain knowledge and learn 
skills that you will be able to apply immediately. Our courses 
are designed to teach by doing. Your training with the Life 
Cycle	Institute	is	different	because	we	offer:

• Facilitators who practice what they teach and teach what  
 they practice 
• Course content that integrates the 3A Learning process  
 and has the latest proven tools and methods
• Adult learning methods that minimize lecture and   
 emphasize  
 learning by doing
•	 Classrooms	that	are	specifically	designed	to	facilitate		 	
 learning

Course Information:
Each course includes a comprehensive active learning 
manual, morning and afternoon refreshments, lunch, and 
the use of a fully equipped e-business center. Classes are 
held Tuesday through Thursday. All students completing a 
class	at	the	Life	Cycle	Institute	will	receive	a	certificate	of	
completion awarding 2.1 CEU’s.
Location: 4360 Corporate Road, Charleston, SC 29405 

Registration:
Download our class schedule for the latest class dates
and course costs or contact the Life Cycle Institute at:
800-556-9589 • education@LCE.com • www.LCE.com

Private Classes:
Your training needs are unique. Unique needs may require 
customized, on-site training. Learn from practicing reliability 
professionals – on your site – at a time convenient for you – 
tailored for your environment.  
For more information please contact education at:  
800-556-9589 • education@LCE.com • www.LCE.com

http://www.lce.com/pdfs/Life-Cycle-Institute-Course-Schedule-12.pdf

